GAVI FOLDING WORKBENCH INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
The GAVI Folding Workbench is shipped in 2 BOXES (1 box containing the tabletop
and 1 box containing the metal parts). Note that the metal brackets are preassembled
in the middle table height position (approximate 36” table height). The table height can
be adjusted after installation. Table height adjustment instructions are on page 3.

Tools required for installation: #2 Square Drive Bit (included),
5/32” Allen Wrench (included), Phillips Head Screwdriver.

Before you begin, decide where you are going to install the tabletop, making
sure you have at least a minimum of 52” of unobstructed wall space.
Disclaimer: The screws provided with the GAVI Folding Workbench are for wood stud installations only. Other applications
may require different screws for proper and safe use. It is the buyer’s responsibility to research, secure and use the right
screws for applications other than wood studs.

Step 1: On the wall where the workbench will be mounted, using a stud finder, find the center of the stud for mounting
the left bracket. Place a reference mark at the center of the stud 68” from the floor. (See fig. A)
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Step 2: Attach the left bracket through the 1st hole at the top, using the supplied
screw. (Black #8 x 2” long - Part# 21347-19) Do not tighten the screw all of the
way at this time. (See fig. B)
Step 3: Use a level so the bracket is vertically straight. Make sure to place the
level against the flat part of the bracket and not against any screw heads along
the side.
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Step 4: Without moving the level, mark the center of the last hole at the bottom of
the bracket. Attach with a screw and tighten all of the way. Then, go back to the
top screw and finish tightening it all of the way.

B
For questions, contact Sue at (847) 387-6704 or suzanne@gavipop.com.
Visit gavipop.com/foldingworkbench for installation videos and additional information.
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Level

Step 5: Unfold the bracket to attach three (3) more screws.
(See fig. C) Tighten screws all of the way to properly secure
the bracket to the wall.
Step 6: Locate the center of the stud for mounting the right
bracket. It should be at least 24” away from the left bracket.
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Step 7: Position the level on top of the left bracket extending
past the stud (for the right bracket), and make a reference
mark across the stud. (See fig. C)
Step 8: Position the top of the right bracket even with the
reference line. Then repeat steps 2-5 to mount the right
bracket.
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Step 9: Re-insert Safety Pins in the 7th hole from the bottom
in each bracket. (See fig. D)
Step 10: Position the tabletop on the brackets so it is equally
spaced left and right, and 1¾” from the wall.
Step 11: Using the supplied screws, attach the tabletop to
the brackets. (Silver #10 x 3/4” long Part# 21347-5) 6 screws
total - (See fig. E)
With the butcherblock tabletop, it’s recommended to pre-drill
1/8” holes ¾” deep.
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The GAVI Folding Workbench is now ready to be used.
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For questions, contact Sue at (847) 387-6704 or suzanne@gavipop.com.
Visit gavipop.com/foldingworkbench for installation videos and additional information.
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GAVI FOLDING WORKBENCH INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Storing Workbench

To store the tabletop in the
stored position, remove
the Safety Pins and slide
the tabletop all the way
up. Then re-insert the
safety pins.

TABLE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
42” Table Height:
1) To adjust the table height to 42”, start from the stored postion with the safety pins in place.
(See fig.A1) Using the supplied allen wrench, unscrew and remove the bottom bolt, spacer,
and nut (do the same on the right side). (See fig.A2 - exploded view)
2) Swing the tabletop out and reposition the bracket legs to the next higher holes. (See fig.A3)
3) Put the bolt, spacer, and nut back in the hole and repeat on the other side.
4) Remove the Stop and reinstall on the 8th hole from the bottom (both left and right).
5) Slide tabletop down and replace Safety Pin in 4th hole from top. (See fig.A4)
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30” Table Height:
1) To adjust the table height to 30”, start from the stored postion. Remove Safety Pins and slide
tabletop down enough to re-insert the Safety Pins into the 3rd hole from the top. (See fig.
B1) With the Safety Pins in place, use the supplied allen wrench, to unscrew and remove the
bottom bolt, spacer, and nut (do the same on the right side). (See fig.B2 - exploded view)
2) Reposition the ends of the bracket legs to the bottom holes. (See fig.B3)
Stop

3) Put the bolt, spacer, and nut back in the hole and repeat on the other side.
4) Remove the Stop and reinstall on the 4th hole from the bottom (both left and right).
5) Slide tabletop down and replace Safety Pin in 5th hole from bottom. (See fig.B4)
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For questions, contact Sue at (847) 387-6704 or suzanne@gavipop.com.
Visit gavipop.com/foldingworkbench for installation videos and additional information.
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Part #5 - 3/4” silver screws 
Part #19 - 2” black screws
Part #20 - #2 Square Drive Bit
Part #21 - 5/32” Allen Wrench
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PARTS LIST
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HARDWARE BAG CONTAINS:




 
 
 
















 
 
   







 
 
   


Disclaimer: The screws provided with the GAVI Folding Workbench
are
for wood stud installations only. Other
applications




may require different screws for proper and safe use. It is the buyer’s responsibility to research, secure and
use the right



for applications other than wood studs.
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For questions, contact Sue at (847) 387-6704 or suzanne@gavipop.com.
Visit gavipop.com/foldingworkbench for installation videos and additional information.
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